Abstract: A new colour quantisation (CQ) technique and its corresponding embedded system realisation are introduced. The CQ technique is based on image split into sub-images and the use of Kohonen self-organised neural network classifiers (SONNC). Initially, the dominant colours of each sub-image are extracted through SONNCs and then are used for the quantisation of the colours of the entire image. The proposed CQ technique can use both colour components and spatial features, achieving better approximation of the final image to the spatial characteristics of the original one. In addition, for the estimation of the proper number of dominant image colours, a new algorithm based on the projection of the image colours into the first two principal components is proposed. The image split into sub-images offers reduction of the on-chip memory requirements and is suitable for embedded system (or system-on-chip) implementation of the most timeconsuming part of the technique. Applying a systematic design methodology to the developed CQ algorithm, an efficient embedded architecture based on the ARM7 processor achieving high-speed processing and less energy consumption, is derived.
Introduction
Image colour quantisation is a very useful tool for segmentation, compression, presentation and transmission of images. Usually, true type colour images consist of more than 16 million different colours in a 24-bit colour space. Reduction of the image colours, which is the result of the application of a CQ technique, is a process that reduces the number of image colours to a limited number of dominant image colours. This technique is advantageous in many cases, because it is easier to process and understand an image represented by a limited number of dominant colours. Colour quantisation and related techniques, due to large amount of data, are associated with large computational complexity. This implies that their implementation, either in software or hardware, should be effective, for instance, in terms of speed and memory size. Moreover, the current technology advances in silicon integration make feasible the realisation of very complex, but cost-effective, VLSI systems and, generally speaking, embedded architecture systems. The main objective of this work is the development of a novel CQ technique suitable for optimal embedded implementation in terms of performance, power consumption and silicon area.
In general, a CQ technique consists of two main stages: (i) the palette design stage, and (ii) pixel mapping stage.
More specifically, in the foregoing stage a limited number of image dominant colours are obtained, which actually determine the palette of colours. In the latter stage, the colour of each pixel is assigned to the nearest of the palette colours. Apart from the two main stages, especially in the case that the applied CQ technique converges to limited number of colours, a pre-processing technique is desirable in order to estimate the proper number of dominant image colours (NDIC). In this case the CQ technique converges to a proper number of dominant colours, without supervision. If we consider only the image colours, then the CQ problem can be seen as an unsupervised vector classification problem in a 3-D colour space, where each vector represents a triplet of the image colour components. However, as is shown by Papamarkos [1] , in many cases it is preferable to associate each pixel not only with its colour, but also with spatial features extracted from the neighbouring pixels. Doing this, the spatial characteristics of the final image after colour quantisation approximate better the spatial characteristics of the initial image.
Several techniques have been proposed for CQ. First, there is a class of algorithms that split up the colour space into disjoint regions consecutively, and a colour is chosen to represent a region in the colour palette. The median-cut algorithm [2] , octree quantisation [3] and the variancebased algorithm [4] belong to this category. Other splitting algorithms, which incorporate techniques that take into account the human visual system, were introduced [5, 6] . The second class of techniques considers the CQ problem as a vector clustering approach and performs clustering in the colour space to construct the colour palettes. The quantisation technique based on the C-means clustering algorithms [7] , and methods based on the neural classifier, such as the ones proposed by Dekker [8] and Papamarkos et al. [1, 9 -11] belong also to this latter class of CQ techniques. In [12] , a two-step palette design technique for segmentation of colour images, based on the Kohonen SONNC, was proposed.
All the above techniques construct colour palettes by performing global clustering in the colour space. In other words, they perform colour quantisation taking into account all the image colours simultaneously. Thus, the constructed colour palette represents a codebook in which all the image colours are optimally mapped. However, the global clustering approach exhibits two main drawbacks related to its hardware implementation, which are the high computational complexity cost and the huge memory requirements. In order to overcome these limitations, we propose a novel decomposition scheme, which is based on splitting of the initial clustering problem into a pre-defined number of sub-problems each of which can be easily realised by an application-specific embedded system. During the final step of the proposed technique, we compose the final colour palette of the entire image exploiting the colour palettes of all the sub-problems.
Various implementations of the Kohonen SONNC have been presented [13 -15] . In particular Tsang and Wei [13] suggested a four-chip implementation of Kohonen SONNC exploiting the advantages of tree-structure successive partitioning of the input vector space, for real-time dynamic generation of 256 code-vectors and encoding of images of 512 Â 512 pixels. This technique split successively the colour space of the vector but not the image itself, while the training used samples from the whole image in a random way. Also, in [14] an adaptive colour quantisation method for image storage and display in low-cost monitors, using a three-dimensional topology of neurons and a parallel training procedure, was proposed. In [15] , a system for accelerating a wide range of different neural algorithms, which are implemented in reconfigure (FPGA) hardware, was presented. However, the above designs did not study the issue of power consumption, whose role is of equal importance with performance in the silicon area for implementing integrated systems. Moreover, none of them addressed the issue of memory design, which is strongly related to system performance and power consumption, taking into consideration that 60 -80% of the total power consumption of data-intensive algorithms (e.g. image=video processing) stem from the memory data fetches [16, 17] . Moreover, the rapid increase of the amount of data processing (i.e. large size of images) has made custom solutions very complex or even impossible. Another very critical issue is the design flexibility for realising new products, meeting the time-to-market constraints. More specifically, implementations in programmable platforms rather than custom ones offer flexibility for new products, achieving short (re-)design cycle. To the best of our knowledge, the CQ technique based on the Kohonen SONNC has not been implemented as an embedded system with a programmable core and a highly optimised custom memory hierarchy. Furthermore, the proposed design does not depend on the image size or the number and the size of sub-images.
The new CQ technique is a neural network based method, which can be applied to any colour space. In order for the proposed CQ technique to converge to a proper number of dominant image colours (NDIC), a pre-processing technique is introduced. The proposed CQ technique decomposes the image CQ problem into sub-problems each of which becomes amenable for embedded system implementation. The image decomposition allows an embedded architecture with a realistic size of on-chip memory.
The stages of the proposed CQ technique consists of the following four main steps, where the first two steps belongs to the palette design stage, while the remaining two belong to the pixel mapping stage:
Step 1. An image is split into a pre-defined number of nonoverlapped sub-images. Using colour component values and additional spatial features, a SONNC is trained for each subimage to perform local CQ. The obtained classes of all subimages define a set of vectors that corresponds to the centres of the dominant colour classes. Besides, a histogram is constructed, the values of which are proportional to the quantity of pixels that have been classified to the corresponding dominant colour classes, and are used as weight coefficients for them.
Step 2. A new SONNC is trained to perform global CQ and create the final colour palette of the entire image. The new SONNC is trained only with the vectors that correspond to the dominant colour classes of all sub-images, taking into account the contribution of each class, that is, the histogram of the weighted coefficients. Using a modified training weight-updated formula, the training operation is achieved.
Step 3. The final mapping step, where all image pixels are mapped on the vectors of the created palette, derives the final quantised image.
Step 4. An optional post processing step, the colour correction step, can be applied after the final mapping procedure to improve the colour distortion. In this step, the final colours of the created palette are corrected to the average colour values of the pixels classified in the corresponding classes.
The proposed CQ technique permits suitable hardware implementation and parallel operation of the most timeconsuming parts. Also, the proposed embedded architecture reduces the execution time and the on-chip memory requirements substantially. Generally speaking, the efficient hardware implementation of an image or video algorithm means optimal solution in terms of performance (speed), silicon area of the integrated circuit, and energy consumption [18] . In particular, the last factor is very critical for contemporary applications [18, 19] , using either custom or programmable platforms. Since the image=video algorithms handle a huge amount of data, from the hardware point of view this fact implies a plethora of memory fetches from the off-chip memory (or background memory) to the processor, and thus increased energy consumption [16] . A systematic design methodology, named data transfer and storage exploration (DTSE) for implementing to data-dominated applications (e.g. image=video) was developed by IMEC's group [16] . New techniques, which can be included in this methodology, were presented in [19, 20] . More specifically, a data memory hierarchy that exploits the temporal locality of the data, by reusing them, was suggested [16 -20] . If there is sufficient reuse of the data elements, it can be advantageous to copy the frequently used data to a smaller memory, so that successive requests of this data element can be read from a smaller memory instead of a larger one. The smaller memories require less energy per access and, as a result, they decrease the total energy consumption [19] .
Using a systematic design methodology [16 -20] , a series of algorithmic transformations applied to the source code (i.e. C language) of the proposed CQ algorithm result in novel architecture implementation in terms of performance and energy consumption. The derived architecture is an embedded system based on the widely used RISC programmable processor ARM7 [16] and comprises two on-chip caches and off-chip memories for data and instructions. Although the concept of splitting an image into smaller ones was applied in many applications, the proposed splitting image scheme is used for first time for implementing the CQ algorithm with an embedded architecture.
The proposed CQ technique was tested with a variety of images and the results were compared to other CQ techniques. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique, typical examples are presented. Also, the entire CQ technique has been implemented in a visual environment and the program can be downloaded from the site: http://ipml.ee.duth.gr/ , papamark/.
Description of the colour quantisation method
A colour image could be considered as an N 1 Â N 2 array, whose elements correspond to an image pixel. The colour of each pixel is a point in the colour space that is used. The proposed method can be applied to any colour space. In general, a colour space can be considered as a 3-D vector space, where each pixel (x, y) is associated with an ordered triplet of colour components ðc 0 ðx; yÞ; c 1 ðx; yÞ; c 2 ðx; yÞÞ: Therefore, a general colour image function can be defined by the relation The problem of optimal transformation of an image into a new one with just J colours can be considered as a vector quantisation problem. In this case, the quantisation space is the colour space and the vectors, which should be quantised, have as elements the three colour components c 0 ðx; yÞ; c 1 ðx; yÞ and c 2 ðx; yÞ: However, as was reported [1] , in order that the spatial characteristics of the resultant image approximate the characteristics of the original image, the colour space can be extended by using local features extracted from the neighbourhood of each pixel. Doing this the dimensionality of the input space increases, assigning to colour information the corresponding spatial features. The neighbourhood domain of each pixel is defined usually using a mask of 3 Â 3 or 5 Â 5 dimensions, where the central mask's element expresses the pixel's position. Depending on the spatial extra features used, the colour of each pixel is associated with the spatial colour characteristics of the neighbouring pixels and the local texture of the image. These local spatial features can be helpful for the colour reduction process when they contain useful information about the image structure. Thus, the 3-D clustering approach of a CQ technique can be transformed into a multidimensional feature clustering technique. Figure 1 clarifies the effects to the red component of a given image when the max operator is applied as an additional feature. As can be seen, the 1-D feature space of the red component became a 2-D feature space with different distribution and, therefore, with different clustering capabilities.
As is mentioned, the proposed technique decomposes the CQ problem by splitting the entire image into a pre-defined set of sub-images. This is a very critical step for achieving memory size and computational cost reduction and, eventually, efficient hardware implementation as an embedded system. Considering an image of N 1 Â N 2 size and assigning to each pixel F spatial features, the significance of image splitting becomes apparent because N 1 Â N 2 vectors, each of which has F þ 3 components, should be classified.
Estimation of the proper number of dominant image colours
The estimation of the proper NDIC is essential for many applications. In our approach, the PCA neural network [21] is used to estimate the proper NDIC. In general, a PCA neural network transforms the input feature space into a new one in such a way that the discrimination of the data in the new feature space is maximised. The transformation is performed by setting the original feature set to be represented by a number of effective 'features' that retain most of the intrinsic information contained in the data. The estimation of the NDIC is based on the construction of a 2-D histogram obtained by the projection of the image colour vectors to the first and second colour principal components. Specifically, the entire proposed technique for the NDIC estimation consists of the following steps:
Step 1. Initially, a PCA, which has three input and two output neurons, is fed with the image colour components. After training, the output neurons correspond to the first, q 0 and the second principal colour components q 1 :
Step 2. Using the PCA, the image colour components are projected onto the (q 0 ; q 1 ) plane and the 2-D histogram is constructed, as depicted in Fig. 2a . After projection, the co-ordinates a 0 and a 1 of each colour vector X are provided by the relations
Step 3. The histogram of the first principal component H 0 ½a 0 is constructed by the projection of the colour vectors X to the first principal component q 0 ; as depicted in Fig. 2e .
Step 4. Estimation of the number of peaks in H 0 ½a 0 (Fig. 2e) .
To do this, we apply a histogram smoothing procedure. This procedure starts by defining the number of equally-spaced bins of the histogram. That is, if B is the number of bins, then the kth bin belongs to the range [0,255] at position
Then, a new histogramH H 0 ½k is constructed with B bins only according to the relationH (Fig. 2d) .
Step 5. For every area A ' of the 2-D histogram, the histogram H 1;' ½a 1 can be obtained by projecting the colour vectors X, that belong to A ' ; to the second principal component1 : Consequently, a number of L 1-D histograms is constructed (Fig. 2d) .
Step 6. Applying the procedure of Step 4, the peaks of Applying the above-mentioned algorithm, the NDIC of the example shown in Fig. 2 is equal to ten.
Image splitting and the application of local CQ
In the first step of the proposed CQ, the initial image is split to a pre-defined number N ¼ Z 1 Â Z 2 of sub-images (Fig. 3b) . It should be stressed that the image splitting into sub-images leads to a substantial reduction of the on-chip memory requirements and total power consumption. In other words, selecting the number of sub-images N, the number of the output classes J and the sub-sampling parameters for each sub-image, we can determine the maximum on-chip memory size. Furthermore, the designer has two alternatives: (i) to decide which on-chip memory size is optimal for CQ hardware implementation and (ii) to perform the appropriate partitioning and sub-sampling in the case of pre-defined on-chip memory hierarchy. The embedded system implementation of the proposed CQ is analytically described in Section 3.
As shown in Fig. 3a , in this phase the colour and feature vectors of each sub-image are used to train the associated SONNC with J output neurons. The classifier that is used in sub-images for local CQ processing is a Kohonen SOFM neural network. In Fig 3a, it can be seen that each input vector Iðx; yÞ of the nth sub-image is classified into J 1-D grids of output neurons. The weights of these output neurons are denoted as W n;i ; where n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N and i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; J À 1: In the beginning of the training procedure, the quantities W n;i are initialised by randomly selected input vectors from the corresponding sub-image. The Kohonen SOFM neural network is competitively trained, according to the following weight-based update function:
where X ¼ Iðx; yÞ are the input vectors, a is the learning parameter, d is the neighbouring parameter (a typical initial value is d 0:65J) and c is the winner neuron obtained by using the Euclidean distance criterion. The values of parameters a and d are reduced during the learning process. This learning algorithm is referred as the Kohonen's learning procedure.
After training, the values of the weight vectors W n;i ; obtained from the nth sub-image, converge to the centres of the J dominant classes. Besides, a weight coefficient C n;i is assigned to each dominant colour class that is equal to the number of pixels that were classified in this class divided by a normalised factor, so that they belong in the range (0,1]. Particularly, if C 0 n;i expresses the number of pixels of the nth sub-image, which have been classified in class i then 
The output of this step is a weighted colour palette of N Á J entries, as shown in Fig. 3d . In Fig. 3c are depicted, for each sub-image, the J dominant classes and the corresponding colours, at the end of the local CQ.
Colour quantisation of the entire image
As is mentioned, the output of the second algorithm step is the set of N Á J weighted-feature vectors W n;i ; where n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N and i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; J À 1: This set is used to train a modified version of SOFM that takes into account the contribution of the dominant classes extracted from the sub-images and are expressed by the weight coefficients C n;i : The modified version of SOFM has J 0 output neurons, where J 0 can be taken as equal to NDIC. The modified SONNC is competitively trained according to the modified recursive function
where W 0T i out is the weight of the modified SONNC, i out ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; J 0 À 1; c is the winner neuron and d is the neighbouring parameter. Each input vector X ¼ W n;i has a different effect on the adaptation of weights W 0T i out ; as the learning parameter a is multiplied by a quantity that expresses the contribution of the X vector and is proportional to the number of pixels that are classified in the class with centre X. Instead of using all the training vectors obtained from all pixels, only the centres of the dominant classes obtained and the corresponding weight coefficients are used to perform the global CQ. As a result, an important effect of the application of the modified weight-update function is the fast convergence of the neural network.
After the training procedure, the centres of the output classes, obtained by the modified SOFM, define the colours of the final palette, that is, the colours of the final image. Using the SONNCs of sub-images and the SONNC for the entire image, all the image pixels are classified in the obtained J 0 classes. Thus, the final image is constructed with only J 0 unique colours as depicted in Fig. 3f .
Final colour correction
The use of additional spatial features enhances the spatial characteristics of the final image, but influences the obtained final colours. Thus, during the post-processing step, the values of the final colours obtained can be improved by substituting the colour of each class with the average colour of the initial image pixels belonging to the class.
Proposed hardware architecture
Direct mapping of the original CQ algorithm onto hardware would lead to realisations with decades of Mbytes of onchip memory, which is not possible to integrate on-chip with a programmable core (i.e. system-on-chip solution) [16] . However, a possible implementation either with a generalpurpose CISC processor (e.g. Pentium) or with an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) may lead to inefficient performance and energy consumption, and long design cycle, respectively. Consequently, the choice of an embedded design approach together with systematic design methodologies is the framework of implementing dataintensive applications. The proposed embedded architecture consists of: (a) a standard ARM processor and (b) custom-chip memory ðdata þ instructionÞ hierarchy. More specifically, the existence of on-chip memory is advantageous due to its impact on the reduction of the total power consumption [16] . The actual role of the on-chip memory is to reduce the number of accesses to the off-chip memory and, therefore, the total power consumption [16] . Consequentially, big power savings can be achieved if a specific application uses its own custom memory hierarchy. In order to determine the memory hierarchy, we should apply a certain number of steps [16, 19, 20] on the application source code, taking into consideration the chosen memory size of the data and instruction memory. The size of the off-chip data memory depends on the original image size, while the memory size of the on-chip data caches depends solely on the sub-image size. The memory size of the instruction cache depends only on the source code size and not on the image or sub-image size. The code running on an embedded core with a customised data and instruction memory is embedded software, but not 'conventional' software. The resulting optional embedded software is also another novelty for the CQ algorithm. Furthermore, we run the optimised embedded software on the ARM 7 embedded core using a specific memory hierarchy.
Initially, we specify the size of all array structures from the source code (C language) of the proposed algorithm. The array signals of the proposed algorithm are: the SampleArr that stores the samples of training vectors from each sub-image and is used for the local CQ, the OldWeightData and WeightData that store the weight vectors of the SONNC and are used for the local CQ, the GlobalWeightData that stores the centres of the dominant colour classes obtained from all the sub-images, the HistArr that stores the weight coefficient of each dominant colour class, the OldFWeightData and FWeightData that store the weight vectors of the modified SONNC and are used for the global CQ, and finally the FColourData that stores the final colour palette of the quantised image and is used in the colour correction stage. If the initial image has been split into Px Á Py sub-images, then the memory requirements of each array signal can be calculated by a set of novel analytical formulas as follows:
where #topic is the number of the used local features, #vect_colour is the number of colour components of each pixel of an image (the dimensionality of the colour space), #FinalColours is the sum of final quantised colours of all the sub-images, #FinalWindowColours is the number of quantised colours of each sub-image after the local CQ and #Samples is the number of samples of a sub-image. In order to illustrate the design methodology and to perform realistic measurements in terms of performance, energy consumption and memory area, and to provide an accurate hardware realisation, we use the image of Fig. 4a of 500 Â 362 pixels. The CQ technique is performed by using 3 Â 3 sub-images, each of which is quantised to eight colours. Then, we perform the data manipulation with 256 pixels sampled from each sub-image. Fig. 4b depicts the final quantised image with only eight unique colours. For comparison reasons, we perform CQ by applying the CQ technique [11] , i.e. without image splitting. The image obtained is shown in Fig. 4c .
We assume that the on-chip memory size of the data cache (D-cache) is 2 kbytes and the instruction cache (I-cache) is 4 kbytes. Alternative architectures can be derived assuming different parameters of on-chip memory size, manufacturing cost, number of processors and memory type (i.e. SRAM, SDRAM). Table 1 shows the maximum size of all array variables, in bytes, used for algorithm execution. These numbers determine the memory size of the chosen on-chip and offchip memories, given the hardware requirements of the architecture implementation. We assign the array signals SamplesArr, WeightsData, FweightsData to the 1 K, 0.5 K and 0.5 K parts of the on-chip data cache memory (Dcache), respectively. The remaining array signals are stored at off-chip memory. Table 2 shows the number memory accesses of: (i) the original form of the algorithm (column 2) and (ii) the algorithm after the application of loop interchange transformation loop merging transformation (DTSE methodology). The original and the final form of the algorithm are the algorithm before the application of the code transformations of the DTSE methodology and after the transformations, respectively. It should be noticed that applying the DTSE methodology, the structure of the initial algorithm is adapted for better performance in an embedded system The number of data memory accesses can be calculated by the ATOMIUM tool [16] .
The proposed embedded architecture is shown in Fig. 5 . In order to determine its critical hardware requirements, a high-level estimation model is used for calculating the energy consumption, the size of the on-chip memory and the performance. A detailed description of the models used was presented in [19, 20] . Table 3 provides the energy consumption values of the used data memory modules. It can be easily seen that the total off-chip memory energy consumption (in J) is reduced around five times, while the total on-chip energy consumption (in mJ) is increased four times. Apparently, the energy savings are very significant. Using the above high-level model, the energy consumption of the on-chip instruction memory (I-cache) is estimated as follows: 'original' 32 079 mJ and 'final' 30 548 mJ. It can be noticed that the energy consumption of I-cache is a significant portion of the budget of the total energy consumption. The application of algorithmic transformations reduced the instruction memory energy consumption. It has been proved [20] that additional energy consumption reduction can be achieved by the insertion of a second-level instruction cache.
Taking into account the algorithm analysis and the highlevel estimation model [19, 20] , the memory size=area of the on-chip array variables is shown in Table 4 .
The performance of the system developed is calculated by the total number of executed clocks of the ARM processor (use of ARMulator [22] ). The corresponding numbers for the two algorithmic versions ('original' and 'final') are (i) 10 972 100 482 cycles and (ii) 7 065 666 675 cycles, respectively. The last number implies that the 'final' system runs 35% faster than the original algorithm form. 
Experimental results
The proposed technique is extensively tested with a variety of images. Owing to lack of space, only three examples are presented here. Additional examples can be found in http:// ipml.ee.duth.gr/ , papamark/wsofm.htm.
Experiment 1
This experiment demonstrates the application of the proposed CQ technique on the image of Fig. 6a , which has 204 760 unique colours and 1600 Â 1200 pixels. The application of the algorithm for the estimation of the proper NDIC results in ten colours only. However, in order to have comparative results with other CQ techniques, the proper NDIC is taken as equal to 16 and no spatial features are used. In Fig. 6b it can be seen that the image is split into 12 Â 12 ¼ 144 non-overlapped sub-images. Each sub-image is initially quantised using the standard Kohonen SONNC to only two colour classes, and the resultant colour vectors from all sub-images construct a Comparative results among the proposed work and the existing approaches of Wu [23] , Octree [3] , Neuquant [8] , median-cut [2] and ACR [11] based on six criteria, are shown in Table 5 . Let A(i, j, k), i ¼ 1; . . . ; N 1 and j ¼ 1; . . . ; N 2 be the k colour component of (i, j) pixel of the original image with dimensions N 1 Â N 2 and B(i, j, k) be the corresponding quantised one, then the criteria are given below:
The maximum absolute difference (MAD) is defined as MAD ¼ maximumjAði; j; kÞ À Bði; j; kÞj;
The average quantisation error (AQE) is defined as 
ðAði; j; kÞ À Bði; j; kÞÞ
The normalised Euclidean distance (NED) is defined as
The average distortion per colour (ADC) is defined as
. . . ; N c g is the set of unique colours of the original image, N c is the number of unique colours and C C i is the corresponding quantised colour of C i :
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): This function calculates the signal-to-noise ratio in decibels (dB). In our case it is defined by the ratio of the average power in the original image A to the average power of the noise image. That is SNR ¼ 10 log 10
P 3 k¼1 ðAði; j; kÞ À Bði; j; kÞÞ
The noise image is obtained by subtracting the original image A from the quantised image B.
The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is defined as
k¼1 ðAði;j;kÞ À Bði; j;kÞÞ
It is noted that the denominator in the above equation is equal to the mean squared error between A and B images.
From Table 5 , it can be observed that the statistical characteristics of the proposed approach exhibit very small differences with [11] , in which a Kohonen SOFM is applied to the whole image. This small penalty can be compensated by the fact that the implementation of very complex algorithms is feasible with efficient hardware architecture. Furthermore, Table 5 proves the superiority of the proposed method against to three well known techniques. Figures 7  and 8 show the CQ results obtained by the other techniques.
Experiment 2
This example demonstrates the impact of using spatial features on the quantisation process. The initial colour document image depicted in Fig. 9a has 70 289 unique colours and 1417 Â 672 pixels. As it can be optically observed, this image has seven dominant colours. This fact can be also proved by the 2-D histogram provided by the proposed method, as is shown in Fig. 9b . Thus, we apply the proposed technique using 3 Â 3 sub-images, quantisation to six colours in each sub-image and final reduction of the entire image colours to NDIC ¼ 7: The final quantised image is shown in Fig. 10a .
For comparison reasons and to demonstrate the effects of using additional spatial features, the same CQ problem is solved again twice. First, we apply as additional spatial features c 3 ðx; yÞ; c 4 ðx; yÞ and c 5 ðx; yÞ; the average colour values obtained in each colour component from the mean masks:
Then, in the second experiment, to emphasise the edges of the final images, additional edge features are used with the above blurring features. We add the spatial features c 6 ðx; yÞ; c 7 ðx; yÞ and c 8 ðx; yÞ extracted from the following 5 Â 5 masks: with a bias of 128. The final images obtained, with only seven colours, are shown in Figs. 10b and 10c , respectively. It can be easily deduced that the blurring features used in the first experiment smooth the colours of the final image. However, the edge features of the second experiment emphasise the character edges of the CQ image. Furthermore, using only the edge feature, even though the image edges are emphasised, the colour ranges are reduced, as is shown in Fig. 10d . That is, although the final image has seven unique colours, these colours are mainly close to the image edges' colours.
Experiment 3
In many cases it is important to proceed in colour reduction by taking into account the human colour perception. This experiment demonstrates the ability of the proposed technique in using different colours from RGB colour spaces. In this experiment the perceptually uniform colour spaces CIE-L Ã a Ã b Ã and CIE-L Ã u Ã v are used and they are compared with the perceptually non-uniform RGB colour space. As is demonstrated in this example, the colour discrimination is improved using the first two colour spaces.
In this experiment the initial image, which is depicted in Fig. 11a , is quantised using the proposed technique with the same settings in all cases. In the specific experiment, the initial image is split into 4 Â 4 sub-images and each one is quantised to five colours. The 4 Â 4 Â 5 weighted colours of the intermediate palette are quantised to 12 colours. Figure 11b , 11c and 11d depict the resultant quantised images with only 12 colours after using the RGB, CIE-L Ã a Ã b Ã and CIE-L Ã u Ã v Ã colour spaces, respectively. In contrast to the CIE-L Ã a Ã b Ã and CIE-L Ã u Ã v Ã ; the RGB colour space fails to detect the image's principal colours.
Conclusions
A new CQ technique based on splitting images into subimages and on the Kohonen SOFM neural network and its hardware implementation has been presented. Splitting the image into sub-images offers reduction of the memory requirements and suitability for embedded implementation. Also, a new technique for estimating the proper number of dominant image colours (NDIC) was proposed. Spatial features, extracted from the neighbourhood of the pixels, can be used such that the texture of the final image approximates the texture of the original. The novel technique performed image quantisation with two distinct neural networks, whose weights were extracted from the sub-images and spatial features of the original image. A major contribution of the presented research was the development of a novel CQ technique suitable for embedded realisation (using the ARM processor). Also, a designer can use hardware following the steps of systematic design methodology. Finally, based on the presented approach, we can apply similar concepts, i.e. image partitioning, local data computing and multiple-level processing, to tackle image algorithms of very large complexity.
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